King Nobuyoshi Godwin
Remembering to bring vibrance to that which we tend to forget
The journey of King’s artwork doesn’t begin on a canvas or on a brush. King is a man of
few spoken words. King in his late 20s has come to express a strong sense of mindfulness
through the cultivation of his artistic style. Sometimes as he’s staring at the trees he will smile as
if he knows something that you don’t, you can’t help but wonder if you’re missing out on
something. Sounds and sights like the squeak and groaning of car brakes or the swaying of the
tree canopy when the wind picks up will move him. This behavior colors a great deal of his daily
life. As a young boy King loved to vacuum. King would vacuum the floors for hours, pushing
the vacuum forward listening to the sound of the motor which would drive the brush. When King
would pull the vacuum back the pitch would drop as the motor would fight against his pull. He
would become entranced with this ebb and flow in sound, seemingly intoxicated by it. For King
vacuuming was not a chore it was a delight. Vacuuming would be considered by most to be
everyday chores, our awareness of it falls to the back of our minds as we switch to autopilot.
Spend a day with King and it becomes evident that King brings the color of his everyday life to
the forefront rather than the background in his sincere artistic expression.
In 2014 at the age of 22 King discovered his love of producing visual art. King was
diagnosed with severe autism at 2 and a half years old. In 2013 and 2014 King was grappling to
find his bearings in a world that didn’t very neatly suit his tendencies. His parents were exploring
ways to cultivate a way for him to live independently as possible and employ himself. The
suggestions of working at grocery stores stocking shelves would never stick with King. His
initial development as an artist began with his mother who thought to put a paintbrush in his
hand for him to pass the time and for that to be his “job”. King began using a brush and acrylic
paint. Finding his footing at that time to become the artist he was decisive. “What color do you
want to paint the background” his mother would ask, “Purple.” King would reply. “What do you
want to do next?” his mother would say, King would quickly reply that he wanted to paint a cow
and he wanted it to be yellow. “Is it done?” his mother would ask. King would say “No, I will
put numbers on it”. King attempted to add numbers to his artwork, but the brush was not precise
enough, he needed something else. King experimented until he began to use acrylic paint
markers allowing him to quickly apply the characteristic numerous numbers that dance across his
work.

The vibrant hues and
numbers that appear to leap
forth from his paintings
invoke a feeling of joy. Within
his paintings he usually
depicts characters, and
animals amongst the trees.
These images are an example
of his inner world, they do not
depict a specific scene but
rather a representation of
characters in his mind. King is
a synesthete and has
associations between numbers,
emotions, and color. It is not
uncommon for his larger
works to have over a thousand
numbers sprawled across the
sections of his paintings. For
every number he tends to have
associated colors, but more
importantly an emotion. His
paintings generally seem to
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depict positive and joyous
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characters with bright colors,
but the subtle nuances of the colors and numbers reflect changes in his day to day mood. When
King is more anxious it has an impact on his work, he will choose not only numbers that reflect
that but the density and relative size of those numbers on canvas can reflect his internal state.
Large numbers with plenty of room between them reflect a more carefree state, while some
paintings exhibit such a high density of tiny numbers which can sometimes reflect an almost
obsessive perturbation. With larger paintings that take multiple days sometimes the changes in
mood seem to take on sectors or regions in a single painting showcasing his changing moods.
King’s process begins first with a sketch with pencil and paper as he composes and
creates his characters, this usually takes a matter of seconds. He will meticulously begin applying
a matte acrylic paint, applying three or four layers of usually two similar colors. Meditating upon
the sounds, sights, and sensation of the brush sweeping across canvas his work with color is only
just beginning. King uses a great quantity of paint in his backgrounds, the careful layering of his
matte acrylic paints lending itself to the deep richness characteristic of his paintings. King will
then begin using his brush to work on his characters with his earlier works featuring line
drawings, today having a greater proportion of figurative drawings as he colors the features of
his characters in sections. Numbers are added to his paintings with acrylic paint markers
allowing him to arrange his numbers densely and efficiently, easily having over a thousand in a
single work. King with little instruction began drawing the eye to certain parts of his work
through an intentioned application and balance of contrasting colors where he needed them and
analogous colors in other areas. The work with his colored numbers really begins to bring to life

the depth to his paintings, sometimes his application of vibrant numbers can be so dense and
vivid that it can be hard to tell if the base color of his characters are a result of his brush or the
numbers he has applied with acrylic paint markers. Over time King has been refining his style
with more finely tipped markers allowing him to achieve a greater density of numbers.
Composed of the key elements using numbers, form, and color a mosaic appears as he works in
his studio listening to multiple playlists concurrently
Taking a step back and seeing the canvas as a whole King is routine oriented and finds
joy in executing such routines. His artwork is a part of his routine, but as a portion of his own
self expression it does have a layer of vulnerability that is quite unique. Every weekday King
makes sure to devote time to his work but he devotes just as much care to other aspects of his
life, passing the time watching favorite Disney movies or cooking a familiar dish for himself.
The difference with King’s work is he will sometimes color outside of the lines for his art. It is
not unusual for King to pack up his brushes and markers for the day, to make an impromptu rush
back to his work hours later to make a small change before returning to his routine as planned.
As a form of his expression so must his art be realized just so, but it seems that he has little issue
finding closure and knowing when his work is done with a reassuring decisiveness. With one
final stroke his message leaves his hands passed on, ever more coloring the world around him
with his very own unique yet entrancingly inviting inner world one painting and one number at a
time.
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